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Donald Trump has chosen the wrong career. His flamboyant style would make him a popular
and much loved Kabuki actor. The Japanese call it aragoto, literally a “rough business” style
of heroic drama, featuring a big bold warrior with red and black makeup and a huge sword.
The  warrior  trumps  up  to  the  scene  with  thundering  strides  and  shouts  his  sky-
rending Shibaraku (‘Wait a moment’, or better, ‘cease and desist’) call. His appearance in
the UN General Assembly would be remembered with delight by Kabuki devotees for years
and years if it were performed in Tokyo Kabukiza theatre.

In Japanese art, there would be a place for Kim, his adversary, in the play called Tora-no-O,
Tiger’s Tail. He would be The Man Who Tread on the Tiger’s Tail.

Trump and Kim could star together in a rap battle, calling each other out:

– He is surely a rogue and a gangster fond of playing with fire!

– I will surely tame the mentally deranged dotard with fire!

– Rocket Man is on a suicide mission for himself and for his regime!

– A frightened dog barks louder!

They could assume stage names Rocket Man and Orange Dotard, as rappers wont. It could
be fun.

However, for an American President in the United Nations his speech was unbecoming and
shockingly brutal. The people of the world listened to his United Nations General Assembly
speech, and experienced a touch of nostalgia for the late Mr Adolf Hitler, a kind and mild
man of subtle messages in comparison to the fiery US President.

The German Chancellor allegedly killed six million civilians, and this sublime sacrifice (do not
ask me to what deity, this is just a translation of the Greek ‘holocaust’) is considered the
worst crime in the bloody history of mankind. Mr Trump publicly and loudly promised to
incinerate five or six times that amount. While the German never boasted of that crime, the
American already boasts of  his  still  undone crime. His desire to “totally destroy North
Korea”, to wipe out an entire nation of 25 million, and in addition to cause the death of
millions of Koreans in the South of the peninsula as well, secures him a unique place among
the villains.

Kim, the brazen King of the North, dismissed Trump as a ‘barking dog’ who, people say,
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never bites, and this is surely a comforting thought, but not as comforting as a muzzle for
the beast. This barking dog is obviously dangerous and should be restrained, or put out of
its misery. The hound has been hounded by his domestic enemies, and thus he became
possessed by a demon, for just a few months ago Trump was a peace-loving creature who
wanted to attend to the US infrastructure, who refused to bow to AIPAC and was friendly to
Putin. It’s Mrs Clinton who was the warmonger. But invocation magic worked on him.

Once,  the  magicians  did  invoke Beelzebub’s  name,  and the Evil  One would  make his
appearance. The Americans and their Jewish masters are obsessed with Hitler’s Germany;
Hollywood outputs a Hitler-related movie every month at least. They invoked the names of
Hitler and Gestapo so often that it came to haunt them.

In a divine intervention of poetic justice, Trump’s nemesis bears the Gestapo chief’s name,
and applies the methods deliberated by his German namesake. Many of Mr Trump’s leading
supporters lie awake in cold sweat night after night expecting Mueller’s thugs to pick their
locks and force entry to their bedrooms in predawn mist as they did to Paul Manafort. This
Gestapo-style terror knocked the wind out of Trump’s sails. The American billionaires and
politicians are not that brave. They can roar against a small far-away state, but feeling
vulnerable at home reduces their courage to naught. Adolf Hitler had Mueller on his side,
but Trump cuts a miserable figure of a wannabe Hitler persecuted by Mueller.

Donald Trump invoked Hitler to reject attempts to solve the Korean crisis by negotiations.
He called this attempt by South Korean president ‘appeasement’, like in Munich in 1938.
This is the favourite derisive term of Trump’s demon Bibi Netanyahu. For Bibi and for the
new, possessed Trump, whoever does not submit to the Jews is a Hitler who should be
annihilated. This is thoroughly anti-Christian attitude, for we know Who said Blessed are the
peacemakers, for they shall be called children of God. If somebody in Trump-Kim High Noon
scene has to be a new Hitler, it is surely not the plump Korean.

Every statesman on the planet knows you can’t cross the US. America is powerful, vindictive
and vicious, and you must obey or else. They will destroy you and/or your country sooner or
later for your disobedience. If they can’t invade, they will bomb, if they can’t bomb, they will
starve first – and then bomb, and only afterwards, invade. One should be crazy to resist. But
the  little  Korean  resisted.  He  is  definitely  crazy.  But  we  humans  adore  such  crazy  rebels
against supreme authority, be it Che Guevara or Luke Skywalker. Or McMurphy.

Yes, by his suicidal courage, Kim reminds me of ‘Mac’, Randle McMurphy, the protagonist of
Ken Kesey’s novel and Milos Forman’s movie One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest. Probably
you  remember  his  hopeless  stand  and  a  futile,  doomed  fight  against  the  almighty  Nurse
Ratched. She rules supreme over the inmates. Against her will, there is no appeal. The
inmates tremble before her. But she can’t break Mac. She is forced to burn his brain, to kill
him by other means, and this evil deed releases the inmates. Until then, they supported and
obeyed  the  Nurse  like  the  nations  of  the  world  obeyed  the  Judeo-American  power.
Incineration of Mac’s brain puts paid to her dominion. In revulsion, the placid inmates leave
the ward, chose freedom and leave her behind, broken. This is human nature. There is no
way for the US to prevail in its fight against Kim the Bold. They can kill him and thirty million
of other Koreans, but they can’t prevail.

Perhaps Kim’s stand is unreasonable.
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Perhaps, if/when radioactive dust will be blown by winds over the Korean peninsula, and the
few surviving Koreans winter in tents near Ussuriysk on the Russian side of the border,
reasonable people will say – Kim didn’t have to resist the bully. He should have keep his
mouth shut, like we do. But even then we will think – even if we do not say – God damn the
mega-killer from Washington! And Kim was bold guy, too bold for his own good, God bless
him.

We are used to the fact that Americans do whatever they want – they invade independent
countries, wage wars of conquest, seize consular buildings and disregard conventions and
treaties while risking not more than a protest note.  Insanely bold Kim promises to hit
Americans if they hit his country. We are horrified, but we are secretly happy that somebody
dares to say that.

Everyone wants to live, and the Russians, of course, are happy with the prudence of their
leadership. But they look at Kim like the docile inmates of the asylum looked at McMurphy.
Russia is upset and concerned with this conflict. Korea is next to Vladivostok, a big Russian
city, and the consequences of the conflict will  have to be cleared up by Russia and China.
Russia offered Americans a reasonable solution – a double freeze. The Koreans freeze their
tests, the Americans freeze their manoeuvres. The Koreans accepted the Russian proposal,
and the Americans arrogantly rejected. “This would be a reward to the Koreans,” the State
Department said.

Is it really a reward – right to live on one’s own land without facing threats of nuclear
genocide? It seemed to us that this is an inalienable right of every nation. The new president
of South Korea and the people of South Korea are not eager for a new Korean war, where
millions of their brothers and sisters in the North and in the South will perish. South Korea
wants negotiations and a peaceful solution. What right does Trump have to refuse – and still
claim that he acts in the interests of South Korea? If Kim survives this campaign, it will be a
huge breakthrough for humanity. But if he does not, and Trump incinerates Korea and sends
millions of Koreans to paradise, then America will achieve only the hatred and contempt of
mankind, as Nurse Ratched did, when she fried the brains of the rebel McMurphy.

It would be good if the Pope were to exorcize the demons of Trump, so he will became the
Trump Americans voted for. But then, Trump is just more outspoken than the rest of the
people in power. Liberal Americans propose to starve the Koreans to death, instead of
bombing them. The idea of letting the Koreans live their own way has no buyers on Capitol
Hill.

The  Russians  were  dismayed  with  Trump’s  plans  to  reform the  UN  and  eliminate  or
undermine their right of veto. They noticed an uncanny similarity of Trump’s call for the UN
reform 2017 with Adolf Hitler’s call to reform the League of the Nations in 1937. They aren’t
likely to agree to any attempt to cancel their veto. They will not leave the UN, either. They
tried to walk out once, and it did not work out well.

In January 1950, the Russians were dismayed by America’s steadfast refusal to transfer the
seat in the UN Security Council to the new Chinese Government of Chairman Mao. They
insisted the seat should be occupied by Kuomintang-ruled Taiwan. The Russians boycotted
the Security Council  to their peril:  the Security Council  (sine  Russians) voted to invoke
military  action  by  the  United  Nations  for  the  first  time  in  the  organization’s  history.  The
Russians could have blocked the action in the Security Council, since they had absolute veto
power, but no Russian delegate was present. In just a short time, a multinational U.N. force
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under American leadership arrived in South Korea and the grueling three-year Korean War
was underway. The Russians immediately returned to the Security Council but they never
could reverse the decision, and until today the US troops in Korea use the UN banner.

The Russians remember that, and they will never repeat the mistake. Even if Trump takes
his allies out, the Russians and the Chinese will remain and they will keep the Security
Council running, if necessary, without the Americans.

The Americans want to have the UN without the Russians. Trump-proposed declaration of
intent to revamp the UN has been endorsed by many small states, but the great ones
declined to join.  In a brazen act,  countries that were hesitant or unwilling to sign the
declaration – which include Russia, China, Brazil and South Africa – were not invited to the
launch. An organization without them, will not be the United Nations, perhaps NATO 2.0.

The Russian  feelings  towards  the  US hardened a  lot  in  the  aftermath  of  the  General
Assembly. The Russians helped the Syrian government army cross Euphrates and seize the
east bank, despite American demands to stay away on the other side of the great river. For
the first time ever, they threatened the Americans present in Syria with using their supreme
fire  power  if  their  troops  will  be  jeopardized  like  they  were  a  few  days  ago,  when  the
Islamists  led  by  American  instructors  made an  attempt  to  snatch  a  group of  Russian
policemen.

The dream of many American politicians to begin a war with Russia does not seem as
improbable as it was a few months ago. There are people who believe it is unavoidable – for
a  strange  reason.  They  say  this  will  be  a  fulfillment  of  the  prophecy  of  the  Armageddon
battle as described in Ezekiel, 39 and in the Revelation, 16. They say that as the present
battlefield  spreads  over  Euphrates  to  Babylon,  the  deep-seated  neuro-linguistic
programming (NLP) has been activated leading mankind to utter destruction. In plain words,
prophesies we are aware of tend to be self-fulfilling. It just remains to be seen whether it will
begin in the Far East in Korea or in Syria, in the Middle East.

It would be better if Trump were to take up Kabuki acting…

Israel Shamir can be reached at adam@israelshamir.net
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